Organised by Eurima, the European Insulation Manufacturers Association, taking place online on 25 May at 12:00-13:30 (CET).

Spurring a Renovation Wave in Europe is key to any future economic recovery plan, kick starting EU economies from the ground up and enabling us to reach the goal of climate-neutrality by 2050. As the renovation rate at present remains around 1%, real action and financing will need to be mobilized to hit 3% of buildings per year. We invite you to join this debate discussing what the current renovation barriers are and what further measures are instrumental to deliver better buildings for all in the context of the European Green Deal and Recovery Plan.

The panellists include Emma Navarro, Vice President of the EIB, MEP Pernille Weiss and a Senior Commission Representative (TBC).

Introductory statement will be delivered by Pascal Eveillard, the President of Eurima. The debate will be moderated by James Stevens, Managing Partner of Rud Pedersen Public Affairs. The audience is encouraged to participate by sending in questions in real time.

Click here to register for this event: https://event.webinarjam.com/channel/eurimarwae